14 February 2011

Dear Parents/Guardians,

This year we will be using Spellingcity.com in our classroom. Spellingcity.com is a website that helps students learn their weekly spelling words while having fun at the same time.

We will be placing the weekly spelling lists on Spellingcity.com and your child can review the words and play spelling games with their words to reinforce the learning process.

Here’s how to help your child master his or her spelling words:

Simply go to www.spellingcity.com.
Click ‘student’
Scroll all the way down and click “Australia’
Click “Find a List’
Click “C” and find Connell’s Point Public School
Click “Jenni Jessup”
Find your list (coloured groups)
Then try the Teach Me, Test Me or Play a Game link.

Please note our spelling lists will start next week, Monday, 14 February.

Many kids enjoy building their spelling skills with Spellingcity. Let’s work together as a team to ensure that your child becomes an independent, lifelong learner.
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